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Q&A
In this quarter’s edition, Christopher Somorjay looks at when an option to tax can be disapplied
and Shanna Davison explains about new criminal sanctions which will apply to residential
landlords under the Right to Rent regime.
Q: In what circumstances can an option to tax be disapplied?
A: Most landlords opt to tax in respect of their
commercial buildings with an eye on the benefit
which will accrue to their VAT recovery. However,
there are a number of circumstances where the
option to tax may be disapplied; a couple in particular
can cause real headaches for unwary landlords.
First, an option to tax will not apply if a building, or
part of it, is intended by the tenant for use solely for
a “relevant charitable purpose”– broadly, for any
use which is not in the course of furtherance of a
business. In most cases, if you have let your vacant
high street unit for use as a charity shop, you can
breathe easy: use as a shop for income-generation
for the charity would count as a business activity.
Similarly, if the premises are to be used as an office
(for general administration, such as head office
functions), then again the option is not disapplied.
However, a charity tenant could change its use of
the premises and claim that the option is disapplied
at any time – even after the lease has been
completed – so as a precaution landlords may wish
to include an express warranty from the tenant that
they will not put the premises to ‘RCP’ use.
Perhaps more concerningly, an option to tax may
also be unwittingly disapplied by virtue of the
operation of certain anti-avoidance rules. These can
kick in if all the following apply:
–– the property is subject to the Capital Goods
Scheme (CGS) – very broadly, this will be the
case where VAT-bearing capital expenditure
within the last ten years has exceeded £250,000
– or is expected to be subject to the CGS in the
future; and
–– the property is going to be occupied by an entity
which cannot recover all or substantially all of its
input tax (the VAT it incurs). This might be, for

example, because it is a tenant in the insurance
or finance sectors; and
–– that expected occupier (or an entity connected
with it) has provided, or is providing, the landlord
with finance in connection with the property.
This can include, for example, a tenant paying a
contribution towards works at the property.
Such a circumstance can arise entirely coincidentally
to the transaction. It may be that you have funded
the construction or purchase of the property by
borrowing from a bank, and a member of the same
banking group happens to be one of the tenants.
Fortunately, a retail bank occupying a single unit in
a large shopping centre may not cause a problem:
occupation by the entity in question can be ignored
if it doesn’t exceed 10% of the property.
However, you may not be so lucky if the ‘funder’ has
a couple of floors in a small office building, and
often the ‘funding’ may not have been expected at
the outset. For example, an agreement for lease will
often contemplate that the tenant should bear the
cost of ‘tenant’s requested modifications’ to
landlord’s works, without much thought being
given to whether this is an option the tenant is
actually likely to invoke.
Motive is, unfortunately, irrelevant. Perfectly
innocent transactions can be caught by the rules,
but the consequences can be far-reaching: the
landlord will be unable to recover related VAT
which it has incurred, and may even face clawback
of past (previously recovered) VAT under the
Capital Goods Scheme. It pays to be alert from the
outset, not least as in most cases careful structuring
can ensure that nasty surprises are avoided.
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Q: I’ve heard that residential landlords might be
subject to criminal sanctions for renting out
property to illegal immigrants. Is that correct?
A: You are correct. From 1 December 2016, landlords will
commit a criminal offence if they knowingly rent out their
property to a disqualified person, or have reasonable cause
to believe that the tenant is a disqualified person. The offence
attracts an unlimited fine (previously a maximum fine of
£3000) and up to 5 years in prison.
A landlord may have a defence where it takes reasonable
steps to terminate the tenancy within a reasonable time of
becoming aware of the true status of their tenant. The Home
Office has issued guidance for the courts when deciding
whether or not the defence applies. The guidance states that a
“reasonable time” is the period needed by the landlord to end
the tenancy by mutual agreement with the tenant or by taking
steps to end it. As for the “reasonable steps” a landlord needs
to take, it will depend upon the nature of the tenancy
agreement and the relevant statutory provisions that apply,
but a court should take into account all of the circumstances.
If the landlord does not have a right to evict the tenant, there
is now a statutory right to terminate the tenancy following
receipt of a notice from the Secretary of State that the tenant
is a disqualified person. The landlord can serve a prescribed
form of notice on the tenant which will allow the landlord to
recover possession of the property as if it were an order of the
High Court. This will make it easier for landlords to legally
evict disqualified persons. However, it goes without saying
that a landlord risks criminal liability if it receives one of
these notices from the Secretary of State and doesn’t take
steps to evict the tenant within a reasonable time.
It remains to be seen how the courts will apply these
sanctions in practice, but a relatively minor fine will probably
be imposed on most landlords who fall foul of the regime,
particularly where the breach has been inadvertent. In more
serious cases involving repeat offenders or landlords who
deliberately ignore the regime, tougher punishments
including imprisonment will be on the cards.
Hogan Lovells is hosting a seminar on the Private Rented
Sector on 17 January. Please contact the editors if you are
interested in attending.
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